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No. SNEA/ JTO-Intra_rule_transfers/15-16

Dated @ BG

10-11-2016

To,
Shri P Nagaraju,
Chief General Manager Telecommunications,
BSNL, Karnataka Circle, Bangalore-560008.
Respected Sir,
Sub: Pending intra circle request transfers and Rule 8 transfers in the cadre of JTOs.
This is bring to your kind notice that there are huge number of Rule 8 transfers and intra circle transfers
in the cadre of JTOs is pending in Karnataka circle and the WL are not cleared for years and years.
This association had been pursuing the issue and even went on organization action in May 2016 to
oppose the unwarranted long stay transfer of JTOs and also to ensure the rule 8 and request transfer in
the cadre of JTOs. Finally management has given written assurance to this association addressed to CS
SNEA Karnataka vide letter No. SR/SNEA/2-20-16/58 dtd 4-5-2016 (copy enclosed) , that 64 Rule 8 and
14 intra circle transfers and also no long stay transfer will be ordered.
When we said the quantum of cases being considered is very small you were kind enough to assure us
that during the current year you would be considering remaining cases to a maximum extent as BSNL HQ
had informed that these will be considerable induction of JTOs in the circle in the form of LICE and new
recruitments. In view of the positive development and as per the appeal this association has withdrawn
the programme of organizational action.
While placing on record that your kind office has almost ensured implementation of the said transfers,
would like to once again request you to kindly commence the process of the rule 8 transfers in the cadre
of JTOs immediately and keep ready the lists of all the candidates waiting for Rule 8, so that as and when
the substitutes become available, they can be easily implemented. This will pave the smooth way of
relieving by the field units to fill the vacant posts with the new incumbent without any hardship of
reliving and it will also create no vacuum of posts thereby helps administratively.
We assure of our fullest co-operation in the matter to maintain the cordial relationship at all times,
provided we are not pushed to the wall, the way it was handled in May 2016.

Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,

S B Nagavi
(Circle Secretary)

1. Shri Anupam Shrivatsavaji, CMD, BSNL, BSNL CO Newdelhi.
2. Com K Sebastin, General Secretary, SNEA CHQ for kind information and n/a.
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